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GAME INFO 
Game Name: FashionTV Highlife 
GameID: FashionTVSlot / FashionTVSlot88 
Release Date: 28th April 2022 

 
FashionTV Highlife brings the glamorous and luxurious world of FashionTV to life in the 
form of this glossy 4x4x5x4x4 video slot.   
  
This is a high-volatility 1,280-ways game that offers a unique new game feature, a free spins 
bonus feature, and a win potential of over 20,800x. 
 
The core feature is a special, nudging top-paying symbol on the centre reel which. When 
this symbol is on the middle reel, with each win a free re-spin is triggered and a progressive 
multiplier increments (up to 5x). If the symbol nudges to full height, it immediately converts 
to a stacked wild and one extra free re-spin is awarded with a big win potential.  
 
Even better, in the bonus free spins feature, the win multiplier does not reset between 
nudging spin sequences, meaning that with every spin the win potential keeps going up and 
up leading to a wealth-creating win potential over 20,800x your bet. 
 
Players can opt to buy into free spins as well as buy to trigger the fully stacked wild on the 
centre reel instantly, greatly improving the chance of landing an attractive win.  
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MATH 
Layout: 4x4x5x4x4 Ways: 1280 Pay order: Left to Right RTP: 94.54% and 88.25% 
Volatility: High Min. Bet: 0.50 Max. Bet: 100.00 

GRAPHICS 
Aspect Ratio: 16:9, responsive. 

Theme: A journey into the glitz and glamour of FashionTV to see if you have what it takes to make it 
and live the highlife.   

Keywords: FashionTV, fashion, glitz, glamour, luxury, highlife 

FEATURES  

● High-paying symbol expands with free re-spins to fully stacked wild 

● Win multipliers 

● All wild middle reel 

● Bonus feature (free spins) 

● Buy into bonus 

● Buy fully stacked wild feature 

LANGUAGES & CURRENCIES  

The full list of supported languages and currencies is available from the client area of our 
website (https://www.spearheadstudios.com/clients-area/) in the ‘OTHER’ section.  
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